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Speaker 1: 

Whether you're wanting to develop a skill with a short-term credential, or if you're thinking about 
ultimately to transfer and earn your bachelor's degree from a four year university, the community 
college is a great place to start  

Speaker 2: 

Welcome to inside Virginia's community colleges. This is season two episode four of the podcast, and 
I'm your host. Steve Mullen, as we all know, teaching and learning during a pandemic have both been a 
challenge. Most classes in Virginia's community colleges converted to remote learning in March of 2020. 
And those that couldn't move online included very strict rules that were designed to reduce the spread 
of COVID-19. Our first guest in this episode is a familiar voice on inside Virginia's community colleges. 
Van Wilson is the associate vice chancellor for student experience at Virginia's community colleges. He 
joins us now to talk about the many options available to students this past year, despite those 
restrictions, Dr. Wilson, welcome back to the podcast.  

Speaker 1: 

Well, it's good to hear from you again. I hope you're doing well.  

Speaker 2: 

All is good. So there are so many options for an individual who is looking to get ahead, even during this 
COVID 19 pandemic, what makes community colleges different than other options,  

Speaker 1: 

But great question. And thank you for asking that. Yeah, this has been a tough time for many of our 
communities across the Commonwealth. And particularly since we are coming up on the year 
anniversary of when we went into our, our first lock down and, and as you know, people have lost loved 
ones and family members and jobs. And so the impact has been significant. So I think to answer your 
question in terms of what makes the community college is different than other options. I would say 
several things. First of all, is the convenience. Of course, most instruction now has moved to virtual 
online, but even when we get to the point where we can return back, face-to-face remember the 
community college is located in the community. So there's not a long commute. There's not the cost of 
housing and others that's, that's compacted in that. So it keeps the affordability down convenience of 
access and the wide breadth of program selection. So whether you're wanting to develop a skill with a 
short term credential, or if you're thinking about ultimately to transfer and earn your bachelor's degree 
from a four year university, the community college is a great place to start.  

Speaker 2: 

And one of the many, many options available to community college students is an associate degree. So 
how valuable is that degree? And is it something people should consider instead of going to a four year 
university?  

Speaker 1: 

Well, I'm not sure Steve, that I would say instead of, I would say perhaps in conjunction with, because 
one of the things that we know is is that the community colleges and the leadership we've worked very 
hard to contain costs and also to maximize transferability. As a matter of fact, there's a statewide 
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initiative going on. That's entitled transfer of Virginia, whose laser focus is on removing barriers to 
facilitate transfer among the States public and private universities. So if you want a bachelor's degree, 
then I would say the community college is a great place to start. But having said that also there's a value 
in the marketplace for that associate degree or that short term credential. So perhaps what I would 
recommend to your listeners is start with the end in mind, and then let's work back where it's in terms 
of how do we best position you to achieve your career goals and aspirations?  

Speaker 2: 

Well, let's talk about workplace certifications. Now we've talked about these in previous episodes, but 
how can an individual determine whether that's a route that makes sense for them?  

Speaker 1: 

Well, but that's a great question as well. So as I think about short-term credentials, remember that the, 
the way that institutions are our community colleges are able to offer those is based on workforce 
demand and labor needs. So you start with a credential that already has a value in the marketplace and 
that the state has a need for that particular Prudential. So the other thing is you think about time. So if 
you are looking for an opportunity where you can earn a skill and a credential and begin work in a short 
time period, then the workforce credentials is a great way to start, but it's not the end because the way 
many of those credentials are designed is that they are stackable. So those, those short-term credentials 
then have some value towards that certificate or that associate degree, and ultimately can be kind of 
the foundation for building your educational career. So I would think about it in terms of two ways. 
Number one, it's a short term in terms of how much time it takes to earn it. And two, it could really be 
that launchpad for your longer educational aspirations or goals.  

Speaker 2: 

All right. And our final question, there's obviously a lot of people out of work right now, due to the 
pandemic. What advice do you have for someone in that situation who's thinking about furthering their 
education and thinking that it would help their employment prospects?  

Speaker 1: 

Yes, I, I would say now is the time to reach to your local community college for, for several reasons, one, 
the federal government and the state has made a significant investment to offset a cost of attendance. 
So there are multiple programs that are available to support individuals who have been negatively 
impacted by the pandemic, whether, you know, they were receiving unemployment or were 
underemployed due to the pandemic. So th there are resources that are available for those who qualify. 
And the other thing is, again, these resources are supporting academic programs that are leading to jobs 
that are in demand. So, you know, in the healthcare industry, for example, I would just point out is as 
one that has a high, high demand. And in many instances offers a, a substantial family earning salary or 
wage to go along with that. So, you know, from the cares act funds from the governor's emergency 
educational funds, that there are some programs that are available to help support Virginians who find 
themselves impacted financially by the pandemic.  

Speaker 1: 

And not only that, I would encourage them also to reach out to the financial aid office at the, at the 
community college as well, because there are also other federal dollars that students might be eligible 
for depending upon their current financial situation. So I think that would be my advice is to take this 
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opportunity to talk with someone at your local community college, kind of walk them through the space 
that you find yourself in, and as well as where you want to go be at that four year degree, earning that 
associates degree credential or certificate. So again, I think they are, we have quite a bit to offer and the 
student just has to take that first step to reach out to that. I think that would be my advice.  

Speaker 2: 

Okay. Dr. Van Wilson, associate vice chancellor for student experience at Virginia's community colleges. 
Thanks once again, for being with us again,  

Speaker 1: 

Look forward to talking to you again soon, take care of  

Speaker 2: 

Our next guest experience. Firsthand the challenge of gaining an education during the COVID-19 
pandemic, as a student Virginia's community colleges, Hunter Henderson, welcome to the program. 
Thank you. I'm happy to be here. Now. You actually attended community college as a dual enrollment 
student, which means you took your classes at community college while still in high school. Tell us about 
the classes you took.  

Speaker 3: 

I took English and stats and towards the end, before the pandemic started towards the end of my senior 
year, I started going to the welding class once a week because we had low opportunity for few of us to 
get in there and try it out.  

Speaker 4: 

And as you mentioned, you took your community college classes last spring and last fall, which last 
spring of course was the beginning of the pandemic. How did the COVID-19 regulations impact your 
education?  

Speaker 3: 

We couldn't go to the college anymore. So it went all virtual zoom meetings in online was that hard. It 
wasn't hard, but it was sometimes frustrating because you'd have to make time to get on the computer 
and be on meetings and whatnot, but it was, it wasn't bad, you know, we got through it.  

Speaker 4: 

And how does it work? Taking a welding class over the company?  

Speaker 3: 

You can't be it that's, that's, that's one thing about welding. You can't learn to weld over a computer. 
You'd have to be in class burn and rise to learn how to weld. You can learn some like bookwork and 
technical stuff, and just like book knowledge from books and online. But as far as learning how to 
actually, well, you have to be there.  

Speaker 4: 
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And, and how did you navigate the regulations and the pandemic? How did the community college get 
around getting you into the classroom to do that?  

Speaker 3: 

They limited the class down to maybe eight or 10 people and we had to wear masks and we just had to 
be super careful about it. If anybody was anywhere, thought they were exposed to anything or they felt 
sick, they had to, they could not be in there. We had to fill out health forms and stuff saying, you know, 
we haven't been around anybody with symptoms and all that kind of stuff.  

Speaker 4: 

And how did your classes at community college help you find a job once you were done with high 
school?  

Speaker 3: 

I have a really good teacher, really good instructor, and I wasn't going to pursue a career in welding. I 
was going to, I was working at the college at the time of the pandemic, just working towards, you know, 
getting my gen ed stuff. And I was originally planning on going to a four year, but after I spent more time 
welding and my teacher was pushing me and I was getting better at Weldon. And he was just like telling 
me about all the opportunities I could get. And he really believed in me. And he really was like pushing 
me to go into welding because he saw that I was pretty good at it. And it just came natural to me. And I 
really enjoyed welding. So after awhile, I just decided I want to pursue a career in welding right now. I'm 
still, I'm still working on my associates degree in welding at the college, which requires two internships. 
And I've already got those lined up. And the two companies that are providing me with the internship 
they've already offered me jobs. So as long as you're not afraid to work, you'll never run out of work in 
the welding.  

Speaker 4: 

Yeah. That's fantastic. Do you think once you've got your associate degree, do you think you'll take more 
community college classes?  

Speaker 3: 

No, I think I'm going to go right, right. To work most likely.  

Speaker 4: 

And you know, what kind of jobs are you looking at right now? You said you had two opportunities out 
there.  

Speaker 3: 

Well, this week I'm going to start my first internship for this eight weeks, which is at a coastal pre-cast 
systems, which is a company in Cape. It's a concrete plant and they have a fab shop and they do welding 
all over the plant and stuff. So it's a lot of structural Weldon. And the other company that I'm going to 
work for, it's a JRC mechanical over the summer. That semester is it's mostly like pipe welding stuff, or 
big like plumbing contracts. And they're like a big contract company, but it's a lot of pipe building, which 
is what I really like to do and really want to get good at  
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Speaker 2: 

All. Right. Well, congrats on that sounds like you're, you're all set up. Connor Henderson. Thanks so 
much for being with us today. Yes, sir. I appreciate it. Please tune in for our next episode, when we'll 
hear more about how students have fared during the COVID-19 pandemic, including those students who 
graduated high school in 2020, be sure to subscribe on your favorite podcast site. So you don't miss it. 
Thanks for listening to inside Virginia's community colleges. I'm Steve Mullen. 
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